Abstract
In this talk I will try to establish software service engineering as a new discipline where software defined situations are considered the core concept for developing and evolving software service systems. In the modern-day computing environment such software service systems must be able to adapt to the dynamic and changing environment and the volatile nature of human-machine interaction in response to instant or delayed feedback from a service installation that nowadays is becoming more and more context aware. However, current context-aware service-centric models largely lack the capability to continuously explore human mental states that are largely hidden, yet often drive system evolution. This talk is based on my current research in Situ. In this study, I give situation a definition that requires information gathered from what human wants, how the user behaves, and which factors can be observed from the environments. Based on this framework, instant definition of individualized service requirements at runtime may become possible, and it may significantly shorten the service evolution cycle critical to a robust and responsive services industry. In the end, I will enumerate steep research challenges in order to develop a sound theory on software defined situations.
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